In Ground Burials:

**Single-Depth Burial Space** – Utilized for one person. The cemetery will have a policy regarding the type of grave marker that will be placed to identify the grave.

**Double-Depth Burial Space** – Utilized for two persons. The space will appear to be the same size as a single burial space, but the grave is deeper than normal. The first person is placed at a deeper than normal depth and the second person is buried at a normal depth on top of the first burial space.

**Over-Sized Burial** – Burials that require additional site area, size of casket, size of casket liner, and lowering equipment due to larger than conventionally sized interment.

**Bench Estate** – A private Estate that is typically inclusive of a memorial Bench and multiple burial spaces.

**Single/Double Depth Lawn Crypts** – Similar to the descriptions of Single Depth and Double Depth Burial Spaces above.

**Over-sized Double Depth Crypts** – Similar to the Double Depth Burial Space description above but with larger plot and casket size.

**Family Estate** – An area designated for multiple family members. The cemetery will provide options as to the number of burial spaces contained within the family estate.

**Private Estates** – Available in a wide variety of offerings, depending on the cemetery. This would typically be a private mausoleum building or a private grouping of burial spaces contained within a designated area. Some cemeteries offer custom-designed family estates built to your specifications.

**Terrace Estates DLC** – Are Lawn Crypts that are available in a tandem depth configuration comporting to the distance between the Terrace walls that separate the levels of the Terrace.
Terrace Estate Double Depth – Lawn Crypts buried in terraced levels but stacked in similar configuration to double depth description above.

Terrace Wall Single Burial – Crypts directly accessible through face of walls separating the various levels of the Terrace.

Fractionals – Smaller and odd sized burial parcels scattered around the Memorial Park to accommodate only certain remaining body parts (head, appendages, etc) due to catastrophic circumstances. Fractional spaces may also accommodate Infants and Children.

Pet Burials - A designated section of the Memorial Park strictly for the burial of Pets. Spaces can be in combination of single or double depth depending upon Pet size.

Mausoleum Crypts:

Private Mausoleum – A building designed for above-ground placement of the casket. The casket is placed into a crypt that may be designed for one or two persons. The mausoleum may be outdoors or inside a climate-controlled building.

Single Crypt - A space within a mausoleum designed for the entombment of casketed remains either in an interior or exterior setting. Single crypts are intended for one person.
Tandem Crypt - A Tandem crypt has two caskets entombed end to end. The first entombment is slid all the way to the back of the double depth crypt and sealed with a shutter. The next entombment is slid in front of the first entombment shutter. The two people then share one single shutter.

Companion Crypts - A side-by-side companion crypt has one large crypt shutter at the opening. Two individual crypts share a whole double wide shutter for memorialization. These are intended for two persons.

Abbey Crypt - Crypt with an offset space that is typically directly below or to the left or right of the primary crypt, per the illustration and located in Public Mausoleum.

Abbey Companion - Crypt with an adjacent crypt or in tandem, per the illustration and located in Public Mausoleum.

Abbey Tandems - Dbl. length crypts per the illustration located in Public Mausoleum.
Cremations:

Cremation Garden Niches – Garden setting niches for individual placement of remains (urns).

Cremation Garden Quads – Option to place Urns in quantity up to a maximum of four together.

Ossuary – An ossuary is a chest, box, building, well, or site made to serve as the final resting place of human skeletal remains. A body is first buried in a temporary grave, then after some years the skeletal remains are removed and placed in an ossuary. The greatly reduced space taken up by an ossuary means that is is possible to store the remains of many more people in a single tomb than if the original coffins were left as is.

Chapel Glass Niche – Wall niches in Chapel with glass front capable of accommodating a single Urn.

Medium Glass Niches - Wall niches in Chapel with glass fronts that are capable of accommodating two individual Urns.

Large Glass Niches – Wall niches in Chapel with glass fronts that are capable of accommodating up to four individual Urns.
Mausoleum Wall Niches – Set aside area of Public Mausoleum for individual wall niches for placement of a single Urn.

Water Rille Niches – Niches along the face of the North wall of the driveway center Water Rille for placement of a single Urn.

Entry Wall Niches – Niches along the Entry walls to the Chapel for placement of a single Urn.

Single Private Estate Urns – Designated private locations throughout the site for placement of single individual Urns.

Double Private Estate Urns – Designated private locations throughout the site for placement of up to two individual Urns.